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Abstract
Streaming validation and querying of XML documents are often based on automata for tree-like structures. We
propose a new notion of streaming tree automata in order to unify the two main approaches, which have not been
linked so far: automata for nested words or equivalently visibly pushdown automata, and respectively pushdown forest
automata.
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1. Introduction
Streaming evaluation of XML documents means
to process XML trees in document order. Stream-
ing is useful in various XML applications requiring
validation, typing, and querying. In this article, we
subscribe to fundamental approaches to XML pro-
cessing based on tree automata [2] that are com-
plementary to standardization oriented formalisms
such as DTDs [15], XPath [12] or XQuery [13,10].
Various notions of finite automata for tree-like
structures have been proposed for streaming pur-
pose. Tree walking automata are a traditional exam-
ple [1], but they do not capture all regular tree lan-
guages [5] even when permitting pebbles [6]. Finite
automata operating on linearizations of trees are an-
other approach [18,17], but again, not all regular tree
languages can be expressed. What is missing is the
availability of a stack, as used in implementations
of tree automata. This raises the question of how to
characterize the particularities of such stacks.
This question has been approached in two inde-
pendent research lines. The first line started in 2004
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in the context of program verification, when Alur
and Madhusudan [3] introduced visibly pushdown
automata for this purpose. More recently, their rele-
vance for XML streaming tasks was highlighted [14],
and Alur [2] reformulated these into nested word au-
tomata (NWAs). The second line started as early as
1998, when Neumann and Seidl proposed pushdown
forest automata (PFAs) for XML query evaluation.
The similarity between NWAs and PFAs has been
noticed only very recently [14]. In this paper, we for-
malize and prove the precise equivalence.
As a first contribution, we propose streaming tree
automata (STAs) by reformulating runs of NWAs so
that they directly operate on unranked trees (rather
than encodings thereof). We believe that this refor-
mulation is natural and useful elsewhere. As a sec-
ond contribution, we use STAs in order to estab-
lish an equivalence between PFAs and NWAs. Our
proof is based on the comparison of runs. This has
the advantage to link run-based queries defined with
such automata, too. These queries capture MSO-
definable n-ary queries [8]. Query answering algo-
rithms for PFAs [4] can be lifted easily to STAs too.
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Fig. 1. The total ordering on events(a(a(b), b))
2. Trees, Events, and Runs of Automata
XML documents, and other forms of semi-
structured data, are frequently abstracted into la-
beled unranked trees. Let Σ be a finite set of labels.
An unranked tree t ∈ TΣ is either a constant a ∈ Σ
or a pair a(t1, . . . , tn), where a ∈ Σ is a label, and
(t1, . . . , tn) is a sequence of trees in TΣ with n ≥ 1.
We write nod(t) ⊆ N∗ for the set of nodes of a tree
t. If t is the constant a then nod(t) = {ǫ}. Other-
wise, nod(a(t1, . . . , tn)) = {ǫ} ∪ {i.π | π ∈ nod(ti)}.
Here, ǫ is the empty word standing for the root of
t, and the word i.π is the concatenation of letter i
with word π. We write labt(π) for the unique label
of node π in t.
The preorder traversal over t produces a totally
ordered set of events. Once initiated, it visits every
node twice, once when opening (entering) the sub-
tree it roots, and once when closing (leaving) it:
events(t) = {start} ∪ ({open, close} × nod(t))
The unique predecessor pred(e) for e ∈ events(t) ex-
cept {start} is the event preceding e in the preorder
traversal of t, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
We will use a uniform syntax for different kinds of
tree automata operating in document order. They
all have two finite collections of states stat = statn⊎
state called node states and event states respectively,
and subsets init ,final ⊆ state of initial and final
states. Furthermore, they provide a finite set rul
of rules whose forms may differ according to the
concrete automata notion. Whenever useful, we will
index the components of an automaton A by upper
indexA so thatA = (ΣA, statA, initA,finalA, rulA).
Runs of automata A on trees t ∈ TΣ are pairs
r = (re, rn) where re : events(t) → stat
A
e and rn :
nod(t) → statAn assign states to events and nodes,
such that re(start) ∈ init
A. Runsmust be licensed
by the rules of the automaton; what this means de-
pends on the particular class. A run r is called suc-
cessful if re(close, ǫ) ∈ final
A. The language recog-
nized by A, denoted by L(A), is the set of all trees
t ∈ TΣ on which A permits a successful run.
3. Streaming Tree Automata
Definition 1 A streaming tree automaton (STA)
is a tree automaton following the general notation
above whose rules are terms of the following forms,
where q0, q1 ∈ state, a ∈ Σ and γ0, γ1 ∈ statn:
open a q0 → q1 γ1 or close a q0 γ0 → q1
More formally, rules are tuples in {open, close} ×
Σ×state×state×statn written in a smoother syntax.
In drawings, we will use the following alternative
graphical notation for these rules:
q0 q1
open a
γ1 or
q0 q1
close a
γ0
An STA A licenses a run (re, rn) on a tree t if the
following are rules of A for all π ∈ nod(t) with a =
labt(π):
open a re(pred(open, π)) → re(open, π) rn(π)
close a re(pred(close, π)) rn(π)→ re(close, π)
An example for a successful run of the STA in Fig.
3 on tree a(a(b), b) is given in Fig. 4.
An STA is deterministic if it does not have two
rules with the same left-hand side and has a unique
initial state. Deterministic STAs can recognize all
regular languages of unranked trees. The analogous
result is well-known for NWAs. It can be shown by
encoding (bottom-up and left-to-right) determinis-
tic stepwise tree automata [8,9] into deterministic
STAs.
Deterministic STAs are useful for streaming al-
gorithms. They can be obtained by translating ex-
tended DTDs that are restrained competition and
deterministic [14], so that running such STAs per-
forms one-pass typing. They are equally useful for
earliest query answering as shown in follow up work
[11].
For illustration, we present the translation of
DTDs to STAs. Given a deterministic DTD with
alphabet Σ, we compute the collection of Glushkov
automata (Ga)a∈Σ over Σ, which are deterministic
finite automata for the regular expressions of the
DTD [7]. Let root ∈ Σ be the root symbol of the
DTD.
From the collection of Glushkov automata, we
construct a deterministic STA S recognizing the
trees validated by the DTD. The states S unify the
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Fig. 2. Glushkov automata for DTD a→ ab+ b and b→ ǫ
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Fig. 4. Successful run of the STA in Fig. 3
states of all Glushkov automata and add a unique
initial state I and a unique final state F:
statS = ⊎a∈Σstat
Ga ⊎ {I,F}
The rules of the STA S are obtained systematically
from those of the Glushkov automata according to
the two following inference schemas:
q0
b
→ q1 ∈ rul
Ga q2 ∈ init
Gb q3 ∈ final
Gb
open b q0 → q2 q0 ∈ rul
S
close b q3 q0 → q1 ∈ rul
S
a = root q0 ∈ init
Ga q1 ∈ final
Ga
open a I→ q0 I ∈ rul
S
close a q1 I→ F ∈ rul
S
For instance, the STA drawn in Fig. 3 accepts valid
documents for the DTD in Fig. 2.
A successful run on tree a(a(b), b) is shown in
Fig. 4. This construction preserves determinism, in
that DTDs with deterministic Glushkov automata
are translated to deterministic STAs.
4. Nested Word Automata
Nested word automata (NWAs) [2] are equal to
STAs syntactically but run on nested words, so they
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Fig. 5. Successful run of the NWA in Fig. 3
have different semantics. We show that both seman-
tics coincide modulo encoding unranked trees into
nested words.
A nested word over Σ is a pair (w,E) where w ∈
Σ∗ is a word and E ⊆ pos(w) × pos(w) a set of
forward edges without overlap. The set pos(w) is the
set of integers in {1, . . . , |w|} where |w| is the length
ofw. We assume that every position in a nested word
is adjacent to exactly one edge, and that for every
edge, both adjacent positions have the same label. 1
A run of an NWA A on a nested word (w,E)
annotates all positions of pos(w), the start position
0, and all edges in E by states, as illustrated by the
example in Fig. 5. More precisely, a run of A as an
NWA consists of two functions r = (re, rn) with
types re : pos(w)∪{0} → stat
A
e and rn : E → stat
A
n .
It is licensed by A if for all edges (i, j) ∈ E adjacent
to positions labeled by a, the following tuples belong
to rulA:
open a re(i− 1)→ re(i) rn(i, j)
close a re(j − 1) rn(i, j)→ re(j)
Unranked trees t ∈ TΣ can be encoded into nested
words nw(t) = (w,E) over Σ. For instance, the
nested word for a(a(b), b) is drawn in Fig. 5. More
formally, let e1 . . . en be the sequence of events in
t except start in their total order. The word:
w = a1 . . . an
is the sequence of all ai ∈ Σ labeling the nodes of
event ei in twhere 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The edges link opening
to closing events of the same node, i.e.:
E = {(i, j) | π ∈ nod(t), ei = (open, π),
ej = (close, π)}
The function Ie : events(t)→ pos(nw(t))∪{0} with
Ie(start) = 0 and Ie(ei) = i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
is a bijection, as well as function In : nod(t) → E
with In(π) = (Ie((open, π)), Ie((close, π))). Thus,
events of t correspond to positions of nw(t) or 0 and
1 More general deﬁnitions of nested words in the literature
do permit dangling edges, internal positions, and unmatched
labels, that we exclude here.
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nodes of t to edges of nw(t). The edges of t do not
have immediate counterparts in nw(t), but can be
infered from the relations of positions in nw(t) nev-
ertheless.
Proposition 2 Let A be an STA over Σ and t ∈ TΣ
an unranked tree. A run (rn, re) on nw(t) is licensed
by A as an NWA if and only if the run (rn ◦In, re ◦Ie)
on t is licensed by A as an STA.
As a consequence, the runs of A on t and nw(t)
correspond bijectively, and t is accepted by A as an
STA if and only if nw(t) is accepted byA as an NWA.
Nested words (w,E) encoding unranked trees sat-
isfy the following restriction:
no hedges: there exists an edge (1, |w|) ∈ E.
Conversely, all nested words satisfying this condi-
tion encode some unranked tree. Every edge (i, j)
in E corresponds to one node π of this tree, using
the common label of i and j. As no overlap occurs,
positions between i and j can be translated into a
sequence of trees, defining the children of π. The no
hedges condition ensures that this sequence of trees
has a unique root.
5. Pushdown Forest Automata
We recall PFAs from Neumann and Seidl [16]
which operate on sequences of unranked trees
(called forests there). We reformulate the original
recursive definition of PFAs evaluators by formal-
izing a corresponding notion of runs. We restrict
ourselves to tree languages, in that we define runs
on trees only. This is no serious restriction, since
our results extend easily to sequences of trees.
Definition 3 A pushdown forest automaton (PFA)
is a tree automaton following the general notation
whose rules are of the following forms, where q0, q1 ∈
state, γ, γ1 ∈ statn and a ∈ Σ:
down a q0 → q1 side q0 γ → q1 up a q0 → γ1
Event states are originally called forest states and
node states correspond to the original tree states.
PFAs traverse trees in document order. When leav-
ing a node π, two rules are used. First, an up-rule
maps the node to some node state. Second, a side-
rule assigns an event state to the closing event of the
node. up-rules can be eliminated, but are kept here
as in the original definition.
More formally, PFAs P permit runs r = (re, rn)
on trees t if P contains the following rules for all
nodes π ∈ nod(t) with a label a ∈ Σ:
I
a
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Fig. 6. Run of a PFA
down a re(pred(open, π))→ re(open, π)
side re(pred(open, π)) rn(π)→ re(close, π)
up a re(pred(close, π))→ rn(π)
Fig. 6(a) presents a run of a PFA on our exam-
ple tree. The representation of rules is explained in
Figs. 6(b), 6(c) and 6(d).
6. Translations between STA and PFA
We present polynomial time translations between
weak STAs and PFAs and vice versa, which pre-
serve runs up to simple correspondences and thus
languages.
Weakness. Following [2], we call an STA weak if
statn = state and all rules have the form open a q0 →
q1 q0 or close a q0 q1 → q2. As proved in Theorem
1 of [2] for NWAs, every STAA is equivalent to some
weak STAB of size atmost |B| = O(|statAe |·|stat
A
n |).
To see this, let statBn = stat
B
e = stat
A
e × stat
A
n , with
initB = initA × statAn and final
B = finalA × statAn .
The rules ofB are derived from those ofA according
to the following two inference schemas.
open a q→q1 γ1 ∈ rul
A γ2 ∈ stat
A
n
open a (q, γ1)→ (q1, γ2) (q, γ1) ∈ rul
B
close a q γ→q1 ∈ rul
A
γ1, γ2 ∈ stat
A
n q2 ∈ stat
A
e
close a (q, γ1) (q2, γ) → (q1, γ2) ∈ rul
B
4
From PFAs to weak STAs. We transform PFAs
P into weak STAs s(P ) by removing intermediate
tree states, identifying rules for down and open, and
combining rules for up and side into close. Let
stats(P ) = statPe , init
s(P ) = initP , and finals(P ) =
finalP , and let the following schemas define the rules
of s(P ):
down a q0 → q1 ∈ rul
P
open a q0 → q1 q0 ∈ rul
s(P )
up a q1 → γ1 ∈ rul
P
side q0 γ1 → q2 ∈ rul
P
close a q1 q0 → q2 ∈ rul
s(P )
From weak STAs to PFAs. Let A be a weak STA.
We define a corresponding PFA p(A) such that
s(p(A)) = A. This shows that p(A) and A recognize
the same tree language. Let stat
p(A)
e = statA and
stat
p(A)
n = Σ × statA, initial and final states re-
maining the same. The following inference schemas
detail how the rules of p(A) are inferred from A.
open a q0 → q1 q0 ∈ rul
A
down a q0 → q1 ∈ rul
p(A)
close a q0 q1 → q2 ∈ rul
A
up a q0 → (a, q0) ∈ rul
p(A)
side q1 (a, q0)→ q2 ∈ rul
p(A)
Theorem 4 Every PFA can be converted into an
STA accepting the same language, and vice versa.
PROOF. First, we prove that L(s(P )) = L(P ).
This translation preserves the first function re of
runs. Since s(P ) is weak, this function is sufficient to
define a whole run of s(P ). Conversely, given a run of
s(P ) on t, we can easily build the second function rn
as every close rule used in re is generated using an
intermediate tree state. These translations preserve
acceptance, so L(P ) = L(s(P )).
Second, we show that for all weak STAs A,
s(p(A)) = A. Recall that weakness can be assumed
w.l.o.g. Translations of open and down rules are
exactly symmetric. The double inclusion of close
rules of A and s(p(A)) can be easily checked. Initial
and final states are also preserved.
Thus, PFAs can be converted into weak STAswith
fewer states so that the tree languages are preserved.
Vice versa, there exists a language preserving trans-
lation which may increase the number of states by
a factor of |Σ|.
The runs of STAs and corresponding PFAs as-
sign the same event states to opening and closing
events. This means that they define the same run-
based queries, when selecting in event states only.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6(a), by a run of the PFA
corresponding to the STA of the previous example
Fig. 4.
As a consequence, we can rely on the query ans-
wering algorithm for pushdown forest automata [4]
for answering run-based weak STA queries. Remov-
ing the weakness limitation does not impose any
problem. This way, we obtain a query answering al-
gorithm for n-ary queries defined by STAs and thus
NWAs.
Conclusion
We proposed STAs in order to prove the equiva-
lence of NWAs and PFAs. The main advantage of
STAs is that they directly operate on unranked trees
rather than encodings thereof. We believe that de-
terministic STAs are themost natural tree automata
notion for all kinds of XML streaming tasks. Adding
weakness looks simpler but sometimes implies to put
useless information in states.
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